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Bibliography of Native
North Americans™
Bibliography of Native North Americans™
(BNNA) is a biblio-graphic database covering
all aspects of native North American culture, history, and life,
including such topics as archaeology, multi-cultural relations,
gaming, governance, legend, and literacy.
BNNA contains more than 141,000 citations for books, essays,
journal articles, and government documents of the United
States and Canada. Coverage ranges from the sixteenth
century to the present.

American Bibliography of Slavic &
Eastern European Studies (ABSEES)
American Bibliography of Slavic & Eastern
European Studies (ABSEES) provides information on East-Central Europe and the former Soviet Union.
Subject coverage includes:
• Anthropology
• Culture & the arts
• Economics
• Education
• Geography
Indexed sources include books, dissertations, journals,
online resources and selected government publications
published in the United States and Canada. Coverage for
ABSEES ranges from 1989 to the present.
Caribbean Search™
Caribbean Search™ is a multidisciplinary
database that provides a comprehensive
guide to English-language articles pertinent
to the countries and people of the Caribbean region. The
collection contains over 730 Caribbean-focused scholarly
journals, magazines, newspapers, reports and reference
books making this the largest collection of full-text
content available to academic, school and public
libraries in the region.
Index Islamicus™
Index Islamicus™, produced by Brill Academic
Publishers, is an international bibliography
of publications in European languages on all
aspects of Islam and the Muslim world. It covers history,
beliefs, societies, cultures, languages and literatures. It
includes material published by Western orientalists, social
scientists and Muslims writing in European languages. The
database contains indexing for over 3,400 titles with coverage
dating back to 1906.
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An essential research tool for anthropologists, educators,
historians, political scientists, sociologists, psychologists,
legal and medical researchers, linguists, theologians,
ethnobotanists, and policy makers, BNNA will appeal to
those interested in exploring the contributions, struggles,
and issues surrounding North America’s indigenous peoples.
Middle Eastern & Central
Asian Studies™ (MECAS)
Middle Eastern & Central
Asian Studies™ (MECAS) is a systematic,
non-evaluative bibliographic index of research, policy
and scholarly discourse on the populations of the Middle
East, Central Asia and North Africa.
The database contains more than 639,000 records, with
coverage from before 1900 to the present. Over 15,000
records of recently published and grey literature are
added annually. Subject coverage includes: political
affairs & law, international relations, economic affairs business & industry, cultural heritage, arts & humanities,
society & social welfare, ethnic diversity & anthropology,
significant religious events & movements and recent
history (1900 - present) & archaeology.
MECAS includes: Middle East Bibliography (1946 - 2001),
Middle East Book Bibliographies, Theses & Dissertations,
MECAS Citations Database and School of Oriental & African
Studies (SOAS) Library Catalogue (1900 - present).
Index to Jewish Periodicals™
Index to Jewish Periodicals is the definitive
index on Jewish history, activity and thought. It
is a comprehensive guide to English-language
articles, book reviews, and feature stories in more than 230
journals devoted to Jewish affairs.
Titles include Contemporary Jewry, Holy Land Studies,
Jewish Culture & History, Journal of Palestine Studies,
Studies in American Jewish Literature, and many more.
Most references are not found in standard periodical
literature guides. Index to Jewish Periodicals is intended
for students of Jewish thought and others interested in
contemporary Jewish and Middle Eastern affairs. Journal
coverage dates back as far as 1988.
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